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The #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestseller -- now in a digest edition (Age 7 and up) Once, in
a house on Egypt Street, there lived a china rabbit named Edward Tulane. The rabbit
was very pleased with himself, and for good reason: he was owned by a girl named
Abilene, who adored him completely. And then, one day, he was lost. . . . Kate
DiCamillo takes us on an extraordinary journey, from the depths of the ocean to the net
of a fisherman, from the bedside of an ailing child to the bustling streets of Memphis.
Along the way, we are shown a miracle -- that even a heart of the most breakable kind
can learn to love, to lose, and to love again. This beloved classic is now available in an
accessible digest edition with black-and-white interior illustrations.
This highly-visual book introduces an effective new method for learning Chinese
characters using visual stimuli and pictographs. Learning the necessary characters
used to write even simple Chinese sentences can be a long and arduous process.
Chinese Characters Made Easy makes the learning process fun and easy by
presenting the 1,000 most common characters using a new mnemonic approach that
associates each character with a memorable visual and verbal clue—making
memorization easy. The character for person, for example, is superimposed over a
sketch of a man representing "a person standing on two legs"—drawing the reader's
attention to the distinctive shape of the character and associating the sketch with the
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character's meaning. The Chinese characters are presented in groups or clusters all
sharing common elements and meanings, for context and ease of identification. These
groups of characters all share common root symbols known as radicals or relate to a
particular theme or topic such as colors, numbers, animals, or body parts.
Pronunciations, meanings and vocabulary compounds are provided for each character
in the group. Key features of Chinese Characters Made Easy include: An introduction to
the history and structure of the Chinese writing system 1,000 characters and over 3,000
words for beginning learners of Chinese This Chinese character book's visual approach
is a powerful learning tool. It can be used by serious students and is entertaining and
useful to general readers who are curious about how the Chinese writing system works
and how it developed.
Welcome to "Encounters", a groundbreaking Chinese language programme that
features a dramatic series filmed entirely in China. The programme's highly
communicative approach immerses learners in the Chinese language and culture
through video episodes that directly correspond to units in the textbook. By combining a
compelling story line with a wealth of educational materials, "Encounters" weaves a
tapestry of Chinese language and culture rich in teaching and learning opportunities.
"Encounters" follows a carefully structured and cumulative approach. Students progress
from listening and speaking to the more difficult skills of reading and writing Chinese
characters, building grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation skills along the way. "The
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Encounters" programme includes: Two Full-colour Student Books for introductory
Chinese study; Annotated Instructor's Editions with answer keys and suggested class
activities; Two Character Writing Workbooks linked directly to the Student Book; Ten
hours of video materials, comprising dramatic episodes, cultural segments, and
animations, all integrated with the Student Books; A total of 200 minutes of audio
material, linked to the Student Books, for listening and speaking practice; and, a
website providing a year's free access to all audiovisual material of the programme
upon adoption.
Do you want to learn the world's most spoken language? This easy-to-use beginner's eguide and audio app will get you speaking basic Mandarin in no time. With useful tips,
practice exercises, and fascinating insights into Chinese culture, Easy Peasy Chinese
teaches you how to read, write, and speak Mandarin Chinese step by step. The
accompanying audio app covers all the vocabulary in the book, helping you perfect your
pronunciation and quickly get to grips with the Mandarin tones. Aimed at children aged
8+, but of appeal to beginners of all ages, it will teach you all the words and phrases
you'll need to get by in China, so you can introduce yourself, read and write numbers,
and chat about the weather, food, and interests. What's more, you can give yourself a
Chinese name, haggle over shop prices, and learn all about the national culture. The
ebook covers Pinyin, the system used to spell out Chinese characters using Roman
letters, and introduces the Chinese writing system, identifying more than 200 of the
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most frequently used Chinese characters. Bold illustrations and photographs, and a
compact, super-stylish design help make the process of learning fun and accessible.
There is no Great Wall stopping you from learning now.
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological
history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to ensure the course
is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces
and major developments that together form the American experience, with particular
attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The text provides a
balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that have
shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and
bottom up (eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
A Frequency Dictionary of Mandarin Chinese is an invaluable tool for all learners of
Mandarin Chinese, providing a list of the 5,000 words and the 2,000 Chinese
characters (simplified) most commonly used in the language. Based on a fifty-millionword corpus composed of spoken, fiction, non-fiction and news texts in current use, the
dictionary provides the user with a detailed frequency-based list, as well as alphabetical
and part-of-speech indexes. All entries in the frequency list feature the English
equivalent and a sample sentence with English translation. The Dictionary also contains
thirty thematically organized lists of frequently used words on a variety of topics such as
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food, weather, travel and time expressions. A Frequency Dictionary of Mandarin
Chinese enables students of all levels to maximize their study of Mandarin vocabulary
in an efficient and engaging way. It is also an excellent resource for teachers of the
language. A CD version is available to purchase separately. Designed for use by
corpus and computational linguists it provides the full text in a format that researchers
can process and turn into suitable lists for their own research work.
'Ulysses' is a novel by Irish writer James Joyce. It was first serialised in parts in the
American journal 'The Little Review' from March 1918 to December 1920, and then
published in its entirety by Sylvia Beach in February 1922, in Paris. 'Ulysses' has
survived bowdlerization, legal action and bitter controversy. Capturing a single day in
the life of Dubliner Leopold Bloom, his friends Buck Mulligan and Stephen Dedalus, his
wife Molly, and a scintillating cast of supporting characters, Joyce pushes Celtic lyricism
and vulgarity to splendid extremes. An undisputed modernist classic, its ceaseless
verbal inventiveness and astonishingly wide-ranging allusions confirm its standing as
an imperishable monument to the human condition. It takes readers into the inner
realms of human consciousness using the interior monologue style that came to be
called stream of consciousness. In addition to this psychological characteristic, it gives
a realistic portrait of the life of ordinary people living in Dublin, Ireland, on June 16,
1904. The novel was the subject of a famous obscenity trial in 1933, but was found by a
U.S. district court in New York to be a work of art. The furor over the novel made Joyce
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a celebrity. In the long run, the work placed him at the forefront of the modern period of
the early 1900s when literary works, primarily in the first two decades, explored interior
lives and subjective reality in a new idiom, attempting to probe the human psyche in
order to understand the human condition. This richly-allusive novel, revolutionary in its
modernistic experimentalism, was hailed as a work of genius by W.B. Yeats, T.S. Eliot
and Ernest Hemingway. Scandalously frank, wittily erudite, mercurially eloquent,
resourcefully comic and generously humane, 'Ulysses' offers the reader a life-changing
experience. Publisher : General Press
In the vein of The Time Traveler's Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie
LaRue When Addie La Rue makes a pact with the devil, she trades her soul for
immortality. But there's always a price - the devil takes away her place in the world,
cursing her to be forgotten by everyone. Addie flees her tiny home town in 18th-Century
France, beginning a journey that takes her across the world, learning to live a life where
no one remembers her and everything she owns is lost and broken. Existing only as a
muse for artists throughout history, she learns to fall in love anew every single day. Her
only companion on this journey is her dark devil with hypnotic green eyes, who visits
her each year on the anniversary of their deal. Alone in the world, Addie has no choice
but to confront him, to understand him, maybe to beat him. Until one day, in a second
hand bookshop in Manhattan, Addie meets someone who remembers her. Suddenly
thrust back into a real, normal life, Addie realises she can't escape her fate forever.
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'Things Fall Apart' tells the story of Okonkwo, an important man in the Igbo tribe
in the days when white men were first on the scene. Okonkwo becomes exiled
from his tribe, as a result of his pride and his fears, with tragic consequences.
In order to familiarize leaners with the question types of HSK, the workbooks at
all levels provide the exact same types of exercises, arranged in the same order
and structure also, with the content focused on the specific lesson. In this way,
learners will get familiar with HSK by using the course books alone rather than
spending extra time in trying to get used to the form of the test.
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of
acclaimed novel The Dante Club, explores the little-known true story of the
kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic
aftermath that rippled across the nation. On a quiet midsummer day in 1776,
weeks after the signing of the Declaration of Independence, thirteen-year-old
Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and Fanny Callaway disappear near the
Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams
lingering on the air. A Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the
latest salvo in the blood feud between American Indians and the colonial settlers
who have decimated native lands and resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’
leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima Boone, daughter of Kentucky's
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most influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable pawn in the battle
to drive the colonists out of the contested Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel
Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could
ultimately bring greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But after the
girls find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed by
Boone and the rescuers in a battle with reverberations that nobody could predict.
As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of Jemima Boone’s kidnapping
vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward expansion, and the
violent and tragic clashes across cultural lines that ensue. In this enthralling
narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl
unearths a forgotten and dramatic series of events from early in the
Revolutionary War that opens a window into America’s transition from colony to
nation, with the heavy moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and
betrayals.
The official book on the Rust programming language, written by the Rust
development team at the Mozilla Foundation, fully updated for Rust 2018. The
Rust Programming Language is the official book on Rust: an open source
systems programming language that helps you write faster, more reliable
software. Rust offers control over low-level details (such as memory usage) in
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combination with high-level ergonomics, eliminating the hassle traditionally
associated with low-level languages. The authors of The Rust Programming
Language, members of the Rust Core Team, share their knowledge and
experience to show you how to take full advantage of Rust's features--from
installation to creating robust and scalable programs. You'll begin with basics like
creating functions, choosing data types, and binding variables and then move on
to more advanced concepts, such as: • Ownership and borrowing, lifetimes, and
traits • Using Rust's memory safety guarantees to build fast, safe programs •
Testing, error handling, and effective refactoring • Generics, smart pointers,
multithreading, trait objects, and advanced pattern matching • Using Cargo,
Rust's built-in package manager, to build, test, and document your code and
manage dependencies • How best to use Rust's advanced compiler with
compiler-led programming techniques You'll find plenty of code examples
throughout the book, as well as three chapters dedicated to building complete
projects to test your learning: a number guessing game, a Rust implementation of
a command line tool, and a multithreaded server. New to this edition: An
extended section on Rust macros, an expanded chapter on modules, and
appendixes on Rust development tools and editions.
Perspective is easy; yet, surprisingly few artists know the simple rules that make
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it so. Remedy that situation with this simple, step-by-step book, the first devoted
entirely to the topic. 256 illustrations.
"The approach that has helped thousands of learners memorize Japanese kanji
has been adapted to help students with Chinese characters. Remembering
Simplified Hanzi covers the writing and meaning of the 1,000 most commonly
used characters in the traditional Chinese writing system, plus another 500 that
are best learned at an early stage." "Of critical importance to the approach found
in these pages is the systematic arranging of characters in an order best suited to
memory. In the Chinese writing system, strokes and simple components are
nested within relatively simple characters, which can, in turn, serve as parts of
more complicated characters and so on. Taking advantage of this allows a logical
ordering, making it possible for students to approach most new characters with
prior knowledge that can greatly facilitate the learning process."--BOOK JACKET.
Billy Pilgrim returns home from the Second World War only to be kidnapped by
aliens from the planet Tralfamadore, who teach him that time is an eternal
present.
Presents a collection of healthy and easy-to-make Chinese recipes from the
villages interspersed with a personal narrative and historical context.
It’s time to change the way we see babies. Drawing on principles developed by the
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educator Dr Maria Montessori, The Montessori Baby shows how to raise your baby
from birth to age one with love, respect, insight, and a surprising sense of calm.
Cowritten by Simone Davies, author of the bestselling The Montessori Toddler, and
Junnifa Uzodike, it’s a book filled with hundreds of practical ideas for understanding
what is actually happening with your baby, and how you can mindfully assist in their
learning and development. Including how to: Prepare yourself for
parenthood–physically, emotionally, intellectually, and spiritually. Become an active
observer to understand what your baby is really telling you. Create Montessori spaces
in your home, including “yes” spaces where nothing is off-limits. Set up activities that
encourage baby’s movement and language development at their own pace Raise a
secure baby who’s ready to explore the world with confidence.
Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and find out what inspired the forthcoming film
blockbuster Oz: The Great and Powerful
THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLING WORLDWIDE PHENOMENON
READERS' MOST LOVED BOOK OF 2021 WINNER OF THE GOODREADS CHOICE
AWARD FOR FICTION 'BEAUTIFUL' Jodi Picoult, 'UPLIFTING' i, 'BRILLIANT' Daily
Mail, 'AMAZING' Joanna Cannon, 'ABSORBING' New York Times, 'THOUGHTPROVOKING' Independent Nora's life has been going from bad to worse. Then at the
stroke of midnight on her last day on earth she finds herself transported to a library.
There she is given the chance to undo her regrets and try out each of the other lives
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she might have lived. Which raises the ultimate question: with infinite choices, what is
the best way to live?
Containing chapters 51-100 of China's best-loved work, in an edited, yet complete and
wholly accurate translation for the Western reader. Travel with Monkey, Pig, Friar Sand
and the Tang Priest as they continue their journey to India and finally attain the
scriptures. Volume 2 contains some of the most famous episodes from this classic,
including Monkey's duel with the Princess Iron Fan.
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar for GCSE, The Study Guide
Advanced degrees are necessary for careers that once required only a college
education. Yet little has been written about who gets into grad school and why. Julie
Posselt pulls back the curtain on this secret process, revealing how faculty evaluate
applicants in top-ranked doctoral programs in the humanities, social sciences, and
natural sciences.
Out of the thrilling and tempestuous eighteenth century comes the sweeping family
saga of beautiful Maria Theresa, a sovereign of extraordinary strength and vision, the
only woman ever to inherit and rule the vast Habsburg empire in her own name, and
three of her remarkable daughters: lovely, talented Maria Christina, governor-general of
the Austrian Netherlands; spirited Maria Carolina, the resolute queen of Naples; and the
youngest, Marie Antoinette, the glamorous, tragic queen of France, perhaps the most
famous princess in history. Unfolding against an irresistible backdrop of brilliant courts
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from Vienna to Versailles, embracing the exotic lure of Naples and Sicily, this epic
history of Maria Theresa and her daughters is a tour de force of desire, adventure,
ambition, treachery, sorrow, and glory. Each of these women's lives was packed with
passion and heart-stopping suspense. Maria Theresa inherited her father's thrones at
the age of twenty-three and was immediately attacked on all sides by foreign powers
confident that a woman would to be too weak to defend herself. Maria Christina, a
gifted artist, who alone among her sisters succeeded in marrying for love, would face
the same dangers that destroyed the monarchy in France. Resourceful Maria Carolina
would usher in the golden age of Naples only to then face the deadly whirlwind of
Napoleon. And, finally, Marie Antoinette, the doomed queen whose stylish excesses
and captivating notoriety have masked the truth about her husband and herself for two
hundred and fifty years.
Ni Hao, Level 2 (3rd edition) consists of a student textbook, student workbook and four
audio CDs. Lessons 2 and 3 have been renamed but the content is primarily the same.
Lesson 6 was eliminated. One more review lesson has been added as Lesson 5. A new
section "About Pinyin and characters" has been added to this new edition. It highlights
some areas that students would like to know when learning the rules of pronunciation.
In the student workbook the first section of each lesson provides word recognition
practices instead of listening to statements and identifying the picture as in the 2002
edition. The audio CDs cover all sections in each lesson which provide support to
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students for independent listening opportunities. The sections in the student textbook
and workbook exercises are clearly annunciated.
Chinese Made Easy series adopts a unique approach to teaching Chinese as a foreign/second
language. The teaching approach adapts widely-accepted foreign language teaching theories
to the teaching of the Chinese language -- Back cover.
What was a Roman book? How did it differ from modern books? How were Roman books
composed, published and distributed during the high period of Roman literature that
encompassed, among others, Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Martial, Pliny and Tacitus? What was the
‘scribal art’ of the time? What was the role of bookshops and libraries? The publishing of
Roman books has often been misrepresented by false analogies with contemporary publishing.
This wide-ranging study re-examines, by appeal to what Roman authors themselves tell us,
both the raw material and the aesthetic criteria of the Roman book, and shows how slavery
was the ‘enabling infrastructure’ of literature. Roman publishing is placed firmly in the context
of a society where the spoken still ranked above the written, helping to explain how some
books and authors became politically dangerous and how the Roman book could be both an
elite cultural icon and a contributor to Rome’s popular culture through the mass medium of the
theatre.
____________________ COMING TO AMAZON PRIME ON 31ST MAY - STARRING DAVID
TENNANT, MICHAEL SHEEN AND BENEDICT CUMBERBATCH 'Marvellously benign,
ridiculously inventive and gloriously funny' Guardian ____________________ 'Armageddon
only happens once, you know. They don't let you go around again until you get it right'
According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch, Judgement Day is
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almost upon us and the world's going to end in a week . . . Now people have been predicting
the end of the world almost from its very beginning, so it's only natural to be sceptical when a
new date is set for Judgement Day. But what if, for once, the predictions are right, and the
apocalypse really is due to arrive next Saturday, just after tea? You could spend the time left
drowning your sorrows, giving away all your possessions in preparation for the rapture, or
laughing it off as (hopefully) just another hoax. Or you could just try to do something about it.
It's a predicament that Aziraphale, a somewhat fussy angel, and Crowley, a fast-living demon
now finds themselves in. They've been living amongst Earth's mortals since The Beginning
and, truth be told, have grown rather fond of the lifestyle and, in all honesty, are not actually
looking forward to the coming Apocalypse. And then there's the small matter that someone
appears to have misplaced the Antichrist . . .
The compelling diary of a young girl on the brink of maturity as her life draws to toward its
tragic end -- one of the most moving and vivid documents of the Jewish experience.
A superb guide for learning Chinese. Suitable for young and adult beginners. Selling very well
since it was published in 2004. Fast and easy to learn systematic, effective and interesting.
Finalist Writers' Trust Fiction Prize Scotiabank Giller Prize Longlist National Bestseller A Globe
and Mail Top 100 Book of the Year A CBC Best Book of the Year An Apple Best Book of the
Year A Kobo Best Book of the Year An Indigo Best Book of the Year Taken from their families
when they are very small and sent to a remote, church-run residential school, Kenny, Lucy,
Clara, Howie and Maisie are barely out of childhood when they are finally released after years
of detention. Alone and without any skills, support or families, the teens find their way to the
seedy and foreign world of Downtown Eastside Vancouver, where they cling together, striving
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to find a place of safety and belonging in a world that doesn’t want them. The paths of the five
friends cross and crisscross over the decades as they struggle to overcome, or at least forget,
the trauma they endured during their years at the Mission. Fuelled by rage and furious with
God, Clara finds her way into the dangerous, highly charged world of the American Indian
Movement. Maisie internalizes her pain and continually places herself in dangerous situations.
Famous for his daring escapes from the school, Kenny can’t stop running and moves
restlessly from job to job—through fishing grounds, orchards and logging camps—trying to outrun
his memories and his addiction. Lucy finds peace in motherhood and nurtures a secret
compulsive disorder as she waits for Kenny to return to the life they once hoped to share
together. After almost beating one of his tormentors to death, Howie serves time in prison, then
tries once again to re-enter society and begin life anew. With compassion and insight, Five
Little Indians chronicles the desperate quest of these residential school survivors to come to
terms with their past and, ultimately, find a way forward.
From the author of the popular Chinese For Kids First 50 Characters.Get your child excited
about learning Chinese with fun writing activities. Introduce and reinforce Chinese language
skills with the kid-friendly layout. Build your child's confidence in learning Chinese with easy to
follow concept maps. Encourage children to trace and practice writing Chinese characters with
large diagrams. Help your child set positive goals with the progress checklist. Easy to
understand instructions and explanations in English. Written to help parents and children learn
Chinese together. Great for beginner Chinese self study, kindergarten, homeschool and
Mandarin immersion programs. Chinese For Kids Workbook: Kindergarten is recommended for
children ages 5-6. Start learning Chinese today!
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The surprising and compelling story of two rival geniuses in an all-out race to decode one of
the world’s most famous documents—the Rosetta Stone—and their twenty-year-long battle to
solve the mystery of ancient Egypt’s hieroglyphs. The Rosetta Stone is one of the most
famous objects in the world, attracting millions of visitors to the British museum ever year, and
yet most people don’t really know what it is. Discovered in a pile of rubble in 1799, this slab of
stone proved to be the key to unlocking a lost language that baffled scholars for centuries.
Carved in ancient Egypt, the Rosetta Stone carried the same message in different
languages—in Greek using Greek letters, and in Egyptian using picture-writing called
hieroglyphs. Until its discovery, no one in the world knew how to read the hieroglyphs that
covered every temple and text and statue in Egypt. Dominating the world for thirty centuries,
ancient Egypt was the mightiest empire the world had ever known, yet everything about it—the
pyramids, mummies, the Sphinx—was shrouded in mystery. Whoever was able to decipher the
Rosetta Stone, and learn how to read hieroglyphs, would solve that mystery and fling open a
door that had been locked for two thousand years. Two brilliant rivals set out to win that prize.
One was English, the other French, at a time when England and France were enemies and the
world’s two great superpowers. The Writing of the Gods chronicles this high-stakes intellectual
race in which the winner would win glory for both himself and his nation. A riveting portrait of
empires both ancient and modern, this is an unparalleled look at the culture and history of
ancient Egypt and a fascinating, fast-paced story of human folly and discovery unlike any
other.

This comprehensive Chinese character workbook can be used with any textbook or on
its own to dramatically enhance your Mandarin reading and writing skills! No matter
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what textbook you're using to learn Chinese, it requires a lot of practice. Here is a
wealth of effective activities and drills—plus an hour of native speaker audio
recordings—to help you learn the 288 basic Chinese characters quickly and effectively.
This book follows the Basic Mandarin Chinese—Reading & Writing textbook but works
equally well with other coursebooks or on its own. The free disc contains audio
recordings as well as printable PDF files providing hundreds of pages of extra exercises
and activities and a set of 288 printable flash cards to help you learn the basic
characters. Basic Mandarin Chinese—Reading and Writing Practice Book includes a
wealth of carefully-designed activities designed to improve every aspect of your reading
and writing skills, including: Character writing practice sheets Dictation, fill-in-the-blank,
and dialog completion exercises Answering questions, reading maps, converting written
style to spoken style Identifying radicals and phonetics, punctuating sentences Writing
tasks based on real-life schedules, photographs and name cards Translation exercises
The accompanying disc contains: Audio recordings by native Mandarin speakers
Hundreds of printable practice pages A printable set of 288 Chinese flashcards About
the Basic Mandarin Chinese series: Respected Chinese language educator Dr.
Cornelius Kubler has taught Mandarin Chinese to diplomats, business people and
students for several decades—using an effective learning system with two separate but
integrated "tracks" to help you learn the spoken and written forms of the language more
efficiently and more successfully. The materials in this series have been acclaimed as a
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breakthrough in Mandarin Chinese language learning.
Tv Tie-In Edition Ching-He Huang Is One Of The Brightest Stars In Modern Chinese
Cooking In The Uk. Each Week In Her New Bbc2 Series She Re-Invents The Nation'S
Favourite Chinese Dishes, Modernising Them With Fresh, Easy To Buy Ingredients,
And Offering Simple Practical Tips And Techniques. These Are Brought Together In
This Beautiful Book To Accompany The Series. Drawing On The Experiences Of Top
Chefs, Her Family And Friends, Growers And Producers And Celebrity Enthusiasts
Ching Sets Out To Discover The Best Chinese Cooking In The Uk Today, Introducing
Easy-To-Make Chinese Food To Sometimes Resistant Brits, And Painting A Picture Of
Modern Anglo-Chinese Life In The Uk As She Goes. Chinese Food Made Easy Begins
With Some Of The Most Familiar Dishes From A Chinese Takeaway Menu - Sweet &
Sour Prawns, Chicken With Cashew Nuts, Chop Suey And Cantonese Vegetable Stir
Fry, Each With Ching'S Special And Imaginative Twist. Later We Explore Spicy
Szechuan Food: Noodles, Dumplings And Dim Sum; Seafood; Fast Food ; Desserts
And Finally Celebratory Food, Where Ching Presents A Complete Banquet Of Dishes
To Celebrate The Chinese New Year. Ching'S Knowledge, Charm And Enthusiasm
Shine Through As She Shares The 'Basic Principles' Of Chinese Cooking Including
Some Of The Simple Techniques And Tips Taught By Her Grandparents For Tasty
Results. Using Ingredients From High-Street Supermarkets And Some Imaginative
Suggestions For Alternative Ingredients, These Classic Chinese Dishes Are Updated,
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Fresh And Healthily Prepared So That Anyone Can Make And Enjoy Them.
From the incomparable Emmy, Grammy, and Tony Award winner, a powerful and
revealing autobiography about race, sexuality, art, and healing It’s easy to be yourself
when who and what you are is in vogue. But growing up Black and gay in America has
never been easy. Before Billy Porter was slaying red carpets and giving an iconic
Emmy-winning performance in the celebrated TV show Pose; before he was the
groundbreaking Tony and Grammy Award-winning star of Broadway’s Kinky Boots;
and before he was an acclaimed recording artist, actor, playwright, director, and allaround legend, Porter was a young boy in Pittsburgh who was seen as different, who
didn’t fit in. At five years old, Porter was sent to therapy to “fix” his effeminacy. He was
endlessly bullied at school, sexually abused by his stepfather, and criticized at his
church. Porter came of age in a world where simply being himself was a constant
struggle. Billy Porter’s Unprotected is the life story of a singular artist and survivor in
his own words. It is the story of a boy whose talent and courage opened doors for him,
but only a crack. It is the story of a teenager discovering himself, learning his voice and
his craft amidst deep trauma. And it is the story of a young man whose unbreakable
determination led him through countless hard times to where he is now; a proud icon
who refuses to back down or hide. Porter is a multitalented, multifaceted treasure at the
top of his game, and Unprotected is a resonant, inspirational story of trauma and
healing, shot through with his singular voice.
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This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and
value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So
that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the
same form as it was originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are
left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
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